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A Finite Difference Scheme for a System of

Two Conservation Laws with Artificial Viscosity*

By David Hoff

Abstract.   In this paper we analyze an implicit finite difference scheme for the mixed

initial-value Dirichlet problem for a system of two conservation laws with artificial vis-

cosity.   The system we consider is a model for'isentropic flow in one space dimension.

First, we show that, under certain conditions on the mesh, the scheme is stable in the

sense that it possesses an invariant set (defined by the so-called Riemann invariants).

We obtain this result as an extension of the same stability theorem for the Lax-

Friedrichs scheme in the inviscid case.   Second, we show that the approximants re-

main bounded and, in fact, decay to the boundary values as t—* <*>.   Finally, we ob-

tain two 0(Ax ) error bounds; the first grows exponentially in time while the second,

which requires that the data have small oscillation, is independent of time.

1.  Introduction.   In this paper we analyze certain finite difference schemes for

the system of equations

(1 n ut + piv)x = duxx,

vt-ux = dvxx    for (*, t) E (0, L) x (0, °°)

with data

(1.2) uix, 0) = u0ix),      vix, 0) = v0ix)

and boundary conditions

uix, t) = 0,

(1.3)
vix, t) = vh> 0    for * = 0, L.

If d = 0, then (1.1) describes one-dimensional isentropic gas motion in which 77

is the velocity, 1/u is the density, and p(v) is the pressure.  Putting d > 0 has the

effect of artificially smoothing out discontinuities.  Except for the first result of

Section 2, we shall require that d > 0.

p(u) is to be C2 and positive for v positive and is assumed to satisfy

(1.4) p'<0,   p">0    and    lim  v3\p'(v)\ = °°.
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1172 DAVID HOFF

For example, we could take p(u) = kv 7, where k > 0 and 7 < 2.

Denote the so-called Riemann invariants by

(1.5)

Then the set

(1.6)

rJu, v) = u + I    \J-p'is)ds    and
' c

sciu,v) = u-f  s/-p'is)ds.
J c

Sc = {(«, v): sciu, v) < 0 < rciu, v)}

is invariant for (1.1)—(1.3).  This means that if the data and boundary values are in

Sc for all *, then any smooth solution is also in Sc for all * and r, as long as it is de-

fined.  For a proof see [1, p. 385].

Notice that, by (1.4), Sc is convex. Also, if c' < c, then .Sc C interior (5C').

See Figure 1.

Figure 1

So for appropriate data and boundary values, v(x, t) will be bounded below and

the nonlinear term p(v) will be under control.   If we assume in addition that d > 0,

then the necessary a priori bounds on the solution can be derived which can be used

to show that a smooth solution of (1.1)—(1.3) exists for all time.  See [2].

We therefore take «0 and u0 to be smooth functions satisfying the boundary

conditions (1.3) such that

. vo(x).

for all * and for some c > 0, which will be fixed throughout.  It follows then that

[„°]eScalso.

Now let

(1.7) u-["i Fm'[
p(v) - pQ>by

- u
Ub =

ub->

and    Un =•■[":]

Then (1.1)—(1.3) can be rewritten in the form
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(1.8)

Ut = dUxx-F(U)x,

U(x, 0) = U0(x),

0
U(x, t)=Ub = for * = 0, L.

We construct a finite difference scheme as follows.  Let *fc = kAx for k = 0,

. . . ,N + I, where

(1.9) (N+l)Ax = L.

And let tn = 77Ar for 77 = 0, 1, ... . We shall approximate the solution

U(xx,tn)

by the vector U" =

UÏ

Un

R IN

U(xN,tn)\

where, in analogy with (1.8), U" is computed from the finite difference scheme

(1.10) »—y-=L(U«)
Ar

with L(U) being defined by

(1.11)      l(U)k = -^2(Uk+x-2Uk + Uk_x)+^[F(Uk_x)-F(Uk + x)].

We make the convention that UQ = UN+X = Ub so that F(U0) = F(UN+X) = 0.

Notice that L(U) is defined only if each u-component of U is positive.  For our pur-

poses it is sufficient to regard L as mapping 5^ into R2N.

In Section 2 we prove that, under appropriate mesh conditions, (1.10) has a

unique solution U" & S^ provided that Un_1 G Sf?.  Thus, the approximants exist

for all tí.  In the course of doing this, we also establish the invariance of S^ for the

following auxiliary schemes (in reverse order):

(1.12)

(1.13)

— U(t) = L(U)   (semidiscrete);
dt

un-u n-l

At
= UU"-1)   (explicit);

and for the conservation-law case d = 0,

unk - v<u"k-¡ + u«kz\)
(1.14)

Ar
= L(U"-%

F(U"kZ\)-F(Unk-\)

2A*

Also in Section 2 we discuss briefly a practical method for computing the solution of

(1.10).

In Section 3 we imitate the energy estimates of [2] and show that the solution
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of (1.10) decays to Ub uniformly in *, exponentially in time.  In Section 4 we derive

two 0(A*2) error estimates in the £2-norm:   the first grows exponentially in time

and the second, proved under the hypothesis that the set {v0(x):  x G [0, L] } has

small diameter, is independent of time.  The result of Section 3 then shows that the

second error estimate eventually becomes applicable.

2.  The Invariance of Sc .   In this section we prove that, under appropriate con-

ditions on the mesh, S^ is invariant for each of the schemes (1.10), (1.12)—(1.14).

This result is most easily established for the explicit scheme (1.14), in which the compu-

tation of Uk involves the values of U"-1 at only two nodes.  Fortunately, the in-

variance of S^ for (1.14) will lead in a natural way to the same invariance for the

other schemes.

We denote the mesh ratios by

Ar o       At
(2.1) a=-   and    ß= — •

Theorem 2.1.  If a < l/yj-p'ic), then S^ is invariant for (1.14).

Proof.   We introduce the function U:  S2 —> R2 by

ViUx,U2) = \iUx +U2) + a-[FiUx)-FiU2)].

More specifically, letting U, = [ '] and {/= [" ],

HiUx, U2) = \iux + u2)+«- [pivx) - piv2)],

(2.2)

viUx,U2) = \ivx +v2)+^iu2-ux).

The scheme (1.14) may therefore be written

Ul= üiU»kzl,U»kz{);

and the assertion of the theorem is that U1, U2 G Sc implies UiUx, U2) G Sc.

By way of preliminaries, we have from (1.4) and our hypothesis on a that

(2-3) aV- P'(v) < 1    for c < v,

with equality only iX v = c.  Also by (1.4),

(2-4) vx<v2    implies   s/-p'ivx) > \/-p'iv2).

Finally, we define

(2-5) g(v)=[V ^-p'(s)ds

so that

(see(1.5)-(1.6)).

Sc -g(v)<u<g(v)
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The general case of the theorem will follow easily from the special case that Ux,

U2 G bSc.  This special case is proved in Steps I-IV below, and is extended to the

general case in Steps V and VI.

Step I.  The theorem is true if u{ = g(v¡), i= 1,2.

To prove this, fix Ux = [     l ] and allow U2 = [g^] to vary as v increases

from c. Then U(UX, U2) is the curve U(v) in R2 given by

(2.6)

u(v) = \ [givx) + giv)] + | [Pivx) - Piv)],

ü(u) = |(ü, + v)+^[g(v)-g(vx)].

We need to show that c < v implies U(v) G Sc.  This will follow from the follow-

ing four facts:  (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2

(a) U(c)GSc,

(b) c < u < Uj implies that U(v) is rising more rapidly than the curve 77 = g(v)

at the same value of v;

(c) Uivx)=Ux;

(d) Uj <u implies that U(v) is rising less rapidly than the curve 77 = g(v) at the

same value of v.

Proof of (AA).  Compute from (2.5) and (2.6)

f = i«'(»)-jP'(»)-v/::7w(j + fv^p¥))   and

£-Hv^>.
so that

(2.7)
d^(U(v)) = sTpTv).
dv

(b) is proved by comparing the number in (2.7) with the slope of the curve u =

g(v) at v, which by (2.5) is y/—p'(v)- (b) thus asserts that \/-p'(v) > \/-p'(v), and

this will follow from (2.4) if we can show that

(2.8) 1; < v(v).
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From (2.6) we have

v(v) = j(vx + v) + |J"   v^pW ds
v\

= \(VX  + V) +|V-P'«)(W - VX) > \ivx  +V)+ i(ü - V¿ = 0

by (2.3) and the hypothesis of (b) that v- vx < 0. This establishes (2.8) and proves (b).

Proof of (a).  Knowing that (b) is true, we need only show that <7(c) is not

below the curve u = - giv).  Compute from (2.6)

«(<?) = jíí»i)+§J"V(«)*

= 2^(ui)_fJ     V- p'(s) V- p'(s) ds

= (I-J W«))/"1 V- p'(s) & > o

by (2.3).  And from (2.8), c < ïï(c).  Thus, ¿7(c) G Sc (see Figure 2).

(c) is obvious, and (d) is proved just like (b) but with certain inequalities re-

versed.

Step II.  The theorem is true if ux = g(vx) and u2 = -g(v2).

Again we fix Ux = [gi"v^] and vary U2 = [~^(u)] for c < v to obtain a curve

U(UV U2) = U(v) given by

ü(«) = i(Ul   +u)-|[g(ü)+^(l71)],

(2.9) ,

«0» = \ IsOM -«001 + f Lp0>i) - pOOI •

Notice that U(c) in this case coincides with the U(c) of Step I and is, therefore,

in Sc.   Step II will follow by establishing the existence of v* > c such that

(a) c < u < ü* implies dü(Ü(v))/dv < - g'(v(v));

(b) Ü(v*)eSc,

(c) v* < v implies -g'(v(v))<dü(U(v))/dv < 0.  (See Figure 3.)

u = -g(v)

Figure 3

Let fiv) = v + agiv). Then v* is defined as the unique solution of
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(2.10) fiv*) = vx - agivx).

To see that there is such a v* notice that f'(v) > 0, f(c) = c, /(<») = °°, and from

(2.5) and (2.3)

t>j - agivx) = vx- ay/-p'iO ivx -c)>vx- ivx - c) = c.

Just as in Step I we compute

(2.11) 5§(£/(w)) = -VC?ÖÖ-

Proof of (a),  (a) therefore asserts that \/-p'(v) > \/-p'(v(v)) for v < v*. This

inequaUty will follow from (2.4) if we can show that

(2.12) v<v(v).

To do this notice that v < v* implies f(v) </(i>*) so that v + ag(v) < vx - ag(vx).

Halve this inequaUty and add lív to obtain

v<±(v + vx)-Z[g(vx)+g(v)] = v(v).

This estabUshes (2.12) and proves (a).  The proof of (c) is similar.

Proof of (b).  Since (a) is true and since U(c) G S , we need only show that

U(v*) is above the curve 77 = - g(u).  That is, we need to prove that U(v*) >

-g(v(v*)).  It follows easily from (2.9) and (2.10) that v(v*) = v*. The require-

ment then is that

(2.13) ü(v*)>~g(v*).

To prove this, substitute

(2.14) rt»!)--f(»*) + j (»i--»*)

(this is (2.10)) into (2.9) to obtain

«(!>•) = -g(v*) + ¿ [(vx - v*) + a2(p(vx) - p(v*))]

= ~g(v*) +¿ [1 + c*V(S)] (w, - v*) > -g(v*)

by (2.3) and the fact that vx > v*, which is obvious from (2.14).  Thus, (2.13) holds,

(b) is proved, and Step II is completed.

Steps III and IV.  These are the same as Steps I and II but with g replaced by

- g in the hypotheses.  The proofs are similar and so are omitted.

Step V.  The theorem is true if Ux G dSc.

To prove this, fix Ux G dSc and let U2 = [ " ] with u varying between ~g(v2)

and g(v2) to obtain a curve U(UX, U2) = U(u).  From (2.2) this curve is a line whose

endpoints, by Steps I—IV, are in Sc.  The whole Une is in Sc because Sc is convex.

Step VI.  The general case.   Fix U2 G Sc and let Ux = [ " ] with u varying
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between -g(vx) and g(vx).  Again the resulting curve U(u) = U(UX, U2) is a line whose

endpoints, by Step V, are in Sc.  Hence, so is the whole Une.  D

Analogous one-sided estimates for the scheme (1.14) for more general conserva-

tion systems are derived in [3]. There the condition on a is more stringent than that

of Theorem 2.1, which is the usual Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy condition.

We turn now to the other schemes discussed in Section 1, assuming that d > 0.

Corollary 1.  If ß < I ¡2d and Ax < 2d/\J-p'(c), then S¿  is invariant for

the explicit scheme (1.13).

Proof.   Using the definition of ]_, (1.11), (1.13) can be written

U»k = t/«-1 +ßd(U"k~l - 2U"k-> + U"kz\) + \(FnkZ\ -Fnk-+{)

= (l-2ßd)U»~i +2ßd[%W;l +U-Zi)+^(F»ZI-F"kl})j.

If we assume by induction that Uk ~1 G Sc for all k, then the brackets is in Sc by the

theorem and our hypothesis on A*.  The assumption about ß then shows that Uk is

a convex combination of points of Sc.  D

Corollary 2.   // Ax < 2d/\/-p'ic), then S^ is invariant for the semidiscrete

scheme (1.12).

Proof.   (1.13) is Euler's method for the o.d.e. (1.12).  D

Before extending this result to the scheme of interest, (1.10), we introduce the

foUowing notation.   For U G S^ define

rk(li) = rc(Uk) = uk + fc k V-P'(s) ds,   and

(2.15) rbk    _
ñ(") = Sc(.Uk) = Uk -Jc     y/^mds.

Then

(2.16) S?={U:  sk(U)<0<rk(u)Xoxk=l,...,N};

see (1.6).

We shall require the following technical lemma.

Lemma.  Assume that Ax < 2d/\J-p'(c). Let U G S^ and suppose that rk(U)

= 0 (or sk(U) = 0) for some k.   Then

( V rk(U ), L(U )) > 0   (or {V sk(U ), L(U))< 0).

(Here V is the gradient with respect to U, and (,) is the usual inner product on R2N.)

Proof.   Let U(r) be the solution of the semidiscrete scheme (1.12) with U(0) =

U.  Then for smaU positive t, U(i) G 5^ by CoroUary 2 above, so that 0 < 7^(U(r))

for such t.  From Taylor's theorem, then,

0 < rkiUit)) = rkiU) + t(^rkiU), L(U)) + Oit2).
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Since rk(U) = 0, the result follows. The proof is similar in the case that sk(U) = 0. D

If / is a real-valued function of a vector U, denote by Hf the Hessian matrix of

/with respect to U.  A simple computation then shows that

(2.17)
rc sc

The following theorem is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.2.  Assume that Ax < 2d¡\¡- p(c) and that a < [max(l, -p'(c))] ~l.

Then given U"-1 G S^, there is a unique U" G S^ solving the implicit scheme (1.10).

Proof.  We attempt to solve

(2.18) U(t) = U"-1 +tL(U(t))

for t G [0, At*] by integrating the o.d.e.

(2.19) [/ - tJl(U (t))] fTU(T)= UU (t)),      U (0) = (jn-l

(Jl is the Jacobian matrix of i with respect to U).

It is obvious that (2.19) has a solution for r near 0.  If the solution fails to exist

up to r = At, then one of the foUowing must occur:

(a) U(t) exits the set on which L is defined and Lipschitz (some u-component

of ü(t) approaches 0);

(b) I - tJ L fails to be invertible;

(c) \U(t)\ becomes infinite.

(a) is precluded by showing that, in fact, U(t) G S^, which we now do.  Tempo-

rarily assume that

(2.20) A* < 2d/y/-p'(c)

If U(t) does not remain in 5^, then for some t0 > 0 and for some k, rk(U(T0))

= 0 (or sk(U(T0)) = 0) with rk(U(T0 + e)) < 0 (or sk(U(r0 + e)) > 0) for small

positive e. We shall consider only the first case.  It is then an easy matter to show

that there is a cx < c with

(2.21) Ax<2d/J-p'(cx)

(possible by (2.20)) and a t1 > 0 with rk (U(tx)) = 0; see Figure 4.

Figure 4
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We would then have from (2.17) and (2.18) that

rki(Un~1) = rki(U(0)) <7-cfci(U(r1))-r1<Vrcfci(U(r1)), L(U(Tj))>.

But rk (U(tj)) = 0, and the lemma applied to U¡ítx) with c replaced by cx (this is where

we use (2.21)) shows that r£ (U"-1) < 0.  This is false because since U"_16Sf,

rkiü"~l) > 0; and this implies that rk (U"_1) > 0; see Figure 4.

Thus, Uít) G S^ as long as it is defined.  The strict inequahty (2.20) can be re-

moved by continuity.

For (b) define the linear operators 5 and ó2 on R2N by

(6U)fc= Uk_x-Uk+X    and   (S2U)k = Uk + X - 2Uk + Uk_x.

Then from its definition, (1.11), L can be written

L(U)=_^52U+¿SF(U),

where F(U)fc = F(Uk).  Thus,

/l(U)=a7252+2"¿S/f(U)

and

'-^(M)-(/-rf¿«2)[/-¿;(/-rf¿«a)"VF(U))].

From [4, p. 202] it follows that the symmetric operator / - <í(t/Ax2)S2 is not only

invertible, but also that the norm of its inverse is strictly less than 1 for r > 0.   It will

foUow then that / - tJlíU) is invertible with the norm of its inverse bounded inde-

pendently of U G S7/, if we can show that

(2.22) ^H5/F(U)I<1

for r < Ar and U G S?.  Now, l/F(U)l2 is the spectral radius of/F(U)/F(U)f.  Com-

puting from (1.7), the latter matrix turns out to be a block diagonal matrix whose

typical diagonal entry is

~PÏvk)2    0'

0 1

Thus, \Jr(U)\ = max(l, - p'(vk)) < max(l, -p'(c)), if U G S*.  (2.22) then follows

by our hypothesis on a = At/Ax and the fact that |ô| < 2, which is obvious from

Gerschgorin's theorem.

Finally, (c) is precluded by observing that L(U) is of the order of U; and since

[/ - tJl(U)]~1 is uniformly bounded in S?, it follows from (2.19) that U(r) could

grow at most exponentially.

Thus, (2.19) is integrable for t up to At, and U" = U(Ar) provides a solution
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of the implicit equation (1.10).  If I/" is another solution in Sj?, then subtracting, we

obtain
0 = iU" - V") - At[LiU") - LiV")]

= ll-ßd62-^dj]iUn-Vn)

= ii-ßdb2)\i-\ii-ßdb2)-lbj\iUn-\]n),

where / = /F (U ') for some U' G S^ (note that F is nonlinear only in v so that the

mean-value theorem applies).  Above we argued that the matrix multiplying (U" - V")

is invertible, so that U" - I/" = 0.  D

We now consider the problem of implementing (1.10).   That is, given Un-l

S™, how do we compute the solution U" of

(2.23) Un = Un-i + A^(U")?

The simplest method would be the following fixed point iteration. Write AtL =

ßdb2 + aöF/2 and compute

or

(2.24)

U(m) = Un-1  + ßdd2u(m) + | g p(U(m - 1)^

(/-0d82)U(m) = U"-14-|ôF(U(m-1)),

where presumably U^0^ = U"-1.  Notice that the computation of U(m^ involves only

the solution of linear equations and that the relevant matrix is fixed.  Furthermore,

if a is sufficiently smaU, the iteration function of (2.24) will be a contraction.  In fact,

the required condition on a is precisely the hypothesis of Theroem 2.2, as a simple

computation wiU show.  We would, therefore, expect the U^ to converge to a vector

Un which by continuity solves (2.23).

There is a difficulty with all of this, however. The condition a < [max(l, -p'(c))] ~1

does guarantee that the iteration function of (2.24) has Lipschitz constant less than 1,

but only for arguments U which are in 5^.  And we do not know that the itérants

U(m) remain in Sf.

One way of circumventing this difficulty is the foUowing.  Define

P(v)
p(v),   c <v,

p(c) +p'(c)(v-c), v<c.

Figure 5
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Now let F, L, and S^ be just as in (1.7), (1.6), and (1.11), but with p replaced by p.

If a < [max(l, - p'(c))] ~~ ', then a < [max(l, - p '(v))] ~ * for all v, so that the iter-

ation function of (2.24), with L replaced by L, is a contraction for all arguments.  If

we compute the U}"1' with L instead of L, then, we are guaranteed that uSm^ —►

U", where Ü" = Li"'1 + AiZ(U"). Now apply Theorem 2.2 to conclude that U" G

S^ (the requirement that p G C2 in Theorem 2.2 can be removed by a Umiting process).

But p and p agree for c < v so that S% = S% and, in fact, U" G S?. But then

L(U") = Z(U") so that U" satisfies the desired equation ¡Jn = U"'1 + AtL(Un).

(3-D

3.  Energy Estimates.   In this section we show that, under the stabiUty conditions

2d
a < [max(l, -p'(c))] A*<-

shp\c)

the solution of the scheme (1.10) remains bounded and, in fact, decays to the bound-

ary values exponentially as t —> °°.  This knowledge will be important for the appUca-

tion of the error estimates of Section 4.  Our method of proof is essentially the dis-

crete version of the technique employed in [2].

It will be convenient to rewrite the difference equation (1.10) in the following

way.  Let

r^f-i

l_"/v.

and    v"

L-rvJ

so that the U" of Section 1 and Section 2 can be written

U"=  K, !/[,...,«&,!&]'.
(1.10) then becomes

(3.2)

(3.3) v" = u""1 +ßdAiv" -vb)+^Du"

u" = u"'1 + ßdAu" +^Dipb-pn),

Here A and D are the N x N matrices

-2

1

0

1 0

1

-2 J

and   D =

0     1 0

-1 .       • ' '   1

0      '-10

and vb, pb and p" are the TV-vectors

Pb

' P(vb)~

P(»b)

,   and   p"

'p(vnxy

P(v"n)

(It wül be clear from the context whether vb is in R or R   .)
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Notice that A and D axe 0(A*2) approximations to d2/dx2 and d/dx, re-

spectively, only for functions satisfying zero Dirichlet boundary conditions.  This

accounts for the presence of vb and pb in (3.2) and (3.3).

Henceforth, ( •, • > and | • | will denote the usual inner product and /2-norm on

RN, respectively.  Also, the letter K with or without a subscript will denote a positive

constant which depends only on the parameters and data appearing in (1.1)—(1.3),

but not on *, t, or the mesh parameters.

We shall require the foUowing technical facts.

Lemma. Letwondz be in RN with w¡ = z¡ = 0 for i = 0 and N + 1.  77.672

(3.4)

(3.5)

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(Aw, z) = - X  (wjt+1 - wk) (zk+i- zk),
fc=0

TV

\Dw\2 < 4 £  K + 1 - wk)2 = -4<Aw, w),
k=0

IwKZ,

{Aw, w)<-~ \w\2Ax2,

-{Aw, w)Ax2 <L2\Aw\2.

w^\SxWkAj \£S—sr-) Ax
1/2

where

and

The proofs are elementary and so are omitted.

Define the discrete energies

i N
E" =±\un\2Ax+ X ^K)A*,

1 k= 1

m=f   [p(vb)-p(s)]ds>0;

N

f"=       I
fc=o L

*k+l Ul\2

Ax
+

(*&]
A*.

(We tacitly assume that u^ = unv+x =0 and v^ = v"^+x = vb)

Our immediate goal is to estimate E" and F".

Lemma 1.   Assume that the stability conditions (3.1) are satisfied.   Let M ■

maxfc vk and q(M) = min(l, - p'(M)).   Then there is a K such that
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En <En-i -Kq(M)AtFn.

Proof   Since p(vb) - p(v) is monotone, we have for some s G (0, 1) that

n

Uvl) - Hv"k-1) = / *     [P(vb) -P(s)] ds
J   n-l

vk

= [p(vb)-sp"k-i-(l-s)p"k](v"k-v"k-1)

= [P(vb)-Pnk] K - v"k~l) + s(pk-p"k-1)(v"k - vnk~'),

<[p(vb)-p"k](v"k-v"k-1),

since p' < 0.   Summing over k and using (3.3), we obtain

ZZ n < 2>2-1 +ßd(A(vn-vb),(Pb-p"))
k k

(3.10)
+ ^(Dun,ipb-pn)).

lî we inner product (3.2) with 77" and bound <«", m"-1) by %\un\2 + lu"-1 I2),

we obtain

(3.11) \\un\2 <\\un-x\2 +ßd{Au",un)-^(Dun,pb-p").

Add (3.10) and (3.11) and multiply by A*.   The result is E" <En-1 +

ßd[(Aun, un) + {A(vn - vb), ipb - pn))] Ax.    The brackets may be estimated by

(3.4) to give

Since

(3.12) («+1-^)(p?-p2+1) = -p'(9K+1 -4)2 >-p'(M)(vk+x -v"k)2,

we obtain finaUy

E" <E"~l -2dAtminil,-p'iM))Fn.    D

Lemma 2.   Assume (3.1).  777e77 there is a constant K such that

pn <Fn-l +KAtFn.

Proof.   From (3.4) and the difference equation (3.2) we have

TV

¿2   iunk + x-u"k)2 =-{Au",u")
k=0

(3.13)

= -(Aun,u"-i)-ßd\Aun\2 +^{Dipb-pn),Aun).

Again by (3.4),
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~{Aun,u"-') =z2("k+i-<)("U\-»nk-1)
0

<i£(»"fc+i -o2 +i ¿(«ïïi -"r1)2

1185

so that (3.13) becomes

A' TV

2- ZK+i -<)2 <§ Z(«ï;i -«i"1)2 -<ww«"P
z   0 z    0

+ f [¿IO(Pft-p")l2+|l^"|2j

Choose ae/4 = ßd so that the \Au"\2 terms cancel.  Then bounding |.D(p6 -p")\2

by p'(c)2|Z)(u" - vb)\2, we obtain

1      JV 1     iy At

(3.14)      \Z(unk+1-u"k)2 <\ Z(u»k-\ -4"1)2 +-^p'(c)2\D(v» -vb)\2.

Similarly,

(3-15) if (v"k+x -v"k)2 <±| «;} -u«-1)2 +^lö""l2-

Add (3.14) and (3.15) and divide by A* to obtain

F"<Fn-1 + ^max(l,p'(c)2)^

The result then foUows from (3.5).  D

Du"

Ax
+

D(vn - vb)

Ax
Ax.

Theorem 3.1.  Assume (3.1).  777e77 there is a constant M depending only on the

parameters in (1.1)—(1.3) such that vk < M for all n and k.

Proof.   Fix 77 and let M = max^.^^^ v™.   From Lemmas 1 and 2 we have

(3.16)    F»<F-1+-¿- (E*-1 -ZT»)   <---<F°+-^-(E°-E")<J~
q(M) q(M) q(M)'

where A' is a constant depending on the data.  The idea is that M can be estimated by

F" and, as above, F" by M.   The result will then foUow from the assumption (1.4).

(3.17)
lim   v3\p'(v)\ = °°.

Let fiv) = ¡I  y/\p(s) ds.   Then

/(»;) -1 [/K+i) -/("*)] -1 v/^(W K+i - <£)>
7-1 7-1

z
0 0

where, since  \/\¡j is monotone, 4>(%k) is a convex combination of ¡P(vk+X) and i>(vk).
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Hence

(3.18)

DAVID HOFF

/(f<lWlK+i--í)2
' o o

-4?«Hr?(%^)2L o
A*

<2E"F" <2E°F" =KF".

Combining (3.16) and (3.18), we have

(3.19) fW^é)-

Now if v > 3 vb,

m > j "2v  [f'2v (P(vb) - P(y))dy~\      ds

>/r    \S\    (P(»b) - P(2vb))dy\    2ds = K(v-vb)3'2,
2vb L   2vb -1

and by changing K,

(3-20) f(v)>Kv3'2.

From (1.4) it is easy to check that either -p'(v) < 1 or there is a unique M0

with - p(M0) =1.   If M is smaUer than neither M0 nor 3vb, then -p'(M) < 1 so

that q(M) = - p'iM). And from (3.20) and (3.19), M3 <K/-p'(Af). It then follows

from (3.17) that M cannot be arbitrarily large.  D

Corollary 1. F" <K for all n.

Proof.   This is (3.16) with M = supfc „ vk.   D

Corollary 2.   There is a K such that

E" <(1 -KAt)"E°.

Proof.   From (3.6),

1
(3.21) 2-|M»|2A*<A-E(^Í7

0

U"k   \2
Ax.

Also from Taylor's theorem,

t(v"k) = H»b) + *'(vb) « - »b) + y^"(ï)K - vb)2

= -%p'(0(vnk-vb)2<K(4-vb)2.

Hence, using (3.6) again, we have

(3.22)

iV

¿2i

N  /„n

(3.23)     Zt(vnk)¿x<K¿2W+i-vb)2Ax<K¿2[ k+1       k)   Ax.
VÎ
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Adding (3.21) and (3.23), we see that En <KF". Combining this with Lemma 1,

we therefore have

(1 +KAt)E" tZE"-1    ox    E" <(1 - KAt)E"-1.

The result then foUows by induction. D

Theorem 3.2.  Assume (3.1). Then there are constants K and Kx such that

(     Kt„\n
\uk\ + lv»-vb\<Kx(l--^).

Proof. From (3.9),

(3-24) (u"k)2 <K(E"Fnyi2.

Also, from (3.22) and the fact that vk is bounded,

\v"k-vb\2<K^(v"k)

so that

\v"-vb\2Ax<KE".

Applying (3.9), we therefore have

(3.25) \v"k~vb\2 <K(E"F")1'2.

The result then foUows from (3.24), (3.25), and Corollaries 1 and 2. D

4.    Error Estimates.    Let e" be the difference between u" and

[u(xx, tn),..., u(xN, tn)] * and /" between v" and [v(xx, tn), . . . , v(xN, tn)] *.

From (3.2) and (3.3) we have

(4.1)

(4.2) /» =/""!+ ßdAf" + | De" + o"

where Q" is the diagonal matrix

p'ttï)      0

en = en-i +ßdAe"-±DQ"f" +t",

(4.3)

with

(4.4)

Q" =

<ii-n\ —
Pitt)

0      P(%n)\

P(v"k)-P(v(xk,tn))

4 - <Xk' *n)

and t" and a" axe the local truncation errors.   Since I7(*, r) and v(x, t) are smooth

with derivatives bounded independently of t, (see [2]), and because we used sym-

metric centered space differences, Tk and ok axe of the order Ath, where h = At +

Ax2.   Hence
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(4.5) \T"\2Ax,\a"\2Ax<KAt2h2.

We shall estimate the L2 errors

E" = K(\e"\2 + |/"|2)A*

and

pn =i¿(|e"¡2_p;|/«|2)Ax,

where p'b = p'(vb) < 0.

Theorem 4.1.  Assume the stability conditions (3.1), let h = At + Ax2, and

let E " and F" be as above.

(a) 77ie77

VF <eKt"(VËu + Kxh).

(b) If in addition d/L > (1 - p'(c))/2, then

Vp<(i--Jl)"(Veü+^1/i).

(c) Suppose that a <vk, v(xk, tn) < b for all n and k.  Define

y=     max       \p'(vx)-p'(v2)\.
a<vx,v2*ib

Ifd/Ly^sPp^^hen

VP< {l-^A\^ +Kxh).

In each case K and Kx axe positive constants independent of*, t, Ax and Ai.

Proof.   Inner product (4.1) with en to obtain

H|2 ^- / „n   „n-l\ j_ n^i a „n   „n\ j_ 01/ nn fn

SO that

e"\2 <(en,e"-1)+ßd{Ae",e")+*(Qnfn,De")+ \t"\ \e"\

(4.6) l_|e«|2<I|e"-i|2 + ßd<Ae",e") + ^<Q"f",De") + ^\e"\2 +^\r"\2,

where 77 > 0 will be chosen.  Similarly,

(4.7) I|/"|2<I |/"-i|2 +ßd<Af",f")+a-<f",De")  +hf"\2 +^-\o"\2.
Il L 2 27}

Add (4.6) and (4.7) and multiply by A* to obtain

En <En-i +ßd[(Ae",e") + (Af",f")]Ax

(4.8) +|(1 -p'(c))|j-l/"l2 + fel£»e"|2] Ax

+ VE" +J¿[\t"\2 +la"|2]A*.
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Proof of (a).  Since \De"\2 < -4{Ae", e") by (3.5), the terms \De"\2 and

(Ae", e") will cancel if we choose e = 0(Ax) (recaU the definitions of a and ß, (2.1)).

Also, <Af",f") <0 and ae|/"|2A* <KAtE". Thus, if we choose r, = O(At), it

follows that

E" < E"'1 +A-AÍE" +KxAth2,

where we used (4.5) to estimate the t and a terms.   Thus, for different K and Ä^,

E" <(1 + KAt)E"~l +KxAth2,

and (a) follows by induction.

Proof of (A)).  Alternatively, the second brackets on the right of (4.8) is bounded

by

\<Af",f")-f(Ae",e")2A*2 e
cL_ i a j-n   rn\ _ 2 / .   n   „n\

by (3.7) and (3.5).  Thus, (4.8) becomes

r        o(l - p'(c))~]
E" < F""1 + \ßd -   '    J■ ■ ■   I Ue", e">A*

(4.9) +U-ae(1-P'f¿2]ur,r>A*
L 4A*2        -I

+ 7?E"+^?(|r"|2 + |a"|2)A*.

If we choose e = 2Ax/L, then both brackets equal

ctL(l-pYc))        r      L(l-p'(c))A

where by hypothesis K is positive.   Now, from (3.7),

Kß[\Ae", e") + Uf",f")] Ax <-KAt(\e"\2 + I/"I2)A* = -KAtE"

so that (4.9) becomes

(4.10) E"<E"-1-(Ä-A7-rOE" + ^(l7"|2 + |o"|2)A*.

Choosing Tj = 0(Ar) and using (4.5), we finally have, for some positive K and Kx,

E" <(1 -A-A7)E"_1 +KxAth2.

(b) then foUows by induction.

Proof of (c).  Add (4.6) to -p'b times (4.7) and multiply by A* to obtain

¥" <F""1 + ßd[(Ae", e") - p'b(Afn, f")]Ax

+ *<(Q"-Qb)f",De")Ax + r1r"+±(\T"\2-p'b\o"\2)Ax,
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where Qb = p'bI.   From the definition of Q", (4.3)-(4.4), the inner product on the

right of (4.11) is bounded by

supip'(^)-p;i(§in2+¿uvM2)A*

'[§ —2 <Af", f") + \Me», e">] A*,<-7

where again we used (3.7) and (3.5).  Substituting into (4.11), we obtain

F" <F""1 4

(4.12)

\ßd - ~-~\ Ue", e")

+ \ßd + ^-\-P'b) (Af",n + nt" + f (\t"\2 -P;iryi2)Ax.
|_ 4pftA*2J 27?

If we choose e = 2\J-p'bAx/L, then both brackets equal

ayL                         yL
ßd-[-= ß\d-L- = Kß,

2v-?;a*    l  2v-p;

where by hypothesis K is positive.  Just as in the proof of (b),

Kß[(Ae", e") - p'b(Af", f")]Ax < - KAtf",

so that (4.12) becomes

l="<f"-1-(KAt-n)¥" +^d^l2 -p;icr"|2)A*.

This is identical in form to (4.10). The proof then proceeds just like the proof of (b). D

These results may be interpreted as follows.  In all cases the approximants con-

verge like 0(h) in finite time as h —* 0 (part (a) of the theorem).  On the other hand,

for h fixed, the error at first grows exponentiaUy as t increases (unless the diffusion

term d is large, by part (b)).  But eventually, as soon as vk and v(x, t) get close

enough to vb (which is exponentiaUy soon by Theorem 3.2 and the corollary below),

part (c) may be appUed at a new initial time to show that the error remains 0(h) for

all subsequent times.

Corollary.   There are positive constants K and Kx so that the solution

[u(x, t), v(x, t)] of (I.l)-(l.3) satisfies

max   (|i7(*, 7)1 -I- \v(x, t) - vb\) <K.e
0<x<L

-Kt

Proof.   Fix t and solve the difference equations (3.2)-(3.3) with Ar = 4 h and

Ax = 2~'L, committing no initial error.  Then for; sufficiently large the stability con-

ditions (3.1) are satisfied so that, if 77 = 41, we obtain from Theorem 3.2

(4.13) I^Kiil-f)"
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On the other hand, from Theorem 4.1(a).

2

(4.14) \e"k\2<±E"<K2jrx = K2Ax\

where K2 may depend on t.  Combining (4.13) and (4.14), we have

\u(x,t)\<Kx(l-K-L\" + K2 Ax312

for any * of the form K2~'L. Now let ; —> °° and n —> °° with 77 A7 = t fixed. The

result is that \u(x, t)\ <=Kxe~Kt holds for a dense set of*, hence for aU *. The esti-

mate for v - vb is similar.  D

As the above proof shows, the 0(A*2) error estimates in L2 of Theorem 3.1

easUy translate into 0(A*3'2) estimates in sup norm.  ActuaUy, 0(Ax2) estimates are

vaUd in sup norm.  We prove this below for case (c) of Theorem 4.1 by way of the

inequaUty (3.9).

Theorem 4.2.  In addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 4.1(c), assume that

F°~< Kh and that

Í.   [(^+1-^)2+(/fc0+1-/fc°)2]<^2A*.
fc=0

Then, |e£| + \f" | < Kh for some K independent of n and k.

Proof.   By Theorem 3.1(c), \fFr< Kh for all n so that from (3.9),

\e"k\ + \f^\<Kh1l2iGn)114,

where

e.=i|o[(%^)«+(%^.)>

The result then will foUow from the estimate

(4.15) G"<Kh2.

To prove (4.15), inner product (4.1) with - Ae", (4.2) with -Af", add, and

divide by A* to obtain

G" <G"~l-¥-(\Ae"\2 + \Afn\2)
ixx

+ | [(DQ"f", Ae") - (De", Af")]

+ 2A>e"|2+   W/"l2)+^(^2+^'2)-

Choose n = ßd so that the last term, via (4.5), is bounded by Kx Ath2.  Then
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G" - G"'1 <-K ¿(Ue"|2 + \Af"\2)

(4.16)

+ \ [(DQ"f", Ae") - (De",Af")] + KtAth
^    xi r\/-,nj>n      a   n\        / t-.   n     j  .rm l   i    Tr     a  .? 2

We shall show that, by altering K and Kx, the middle term on the right of (4.16)

can be absorbed into the other two terms.

The second component of the middle term is

ß{De",-Af"Xß(^\De"\2 + ¿ KTI2 V

If we choose e = O(Ax), then (ß/2e) \Af"\2 is absorbed into I. What remains is

(4.17)     KßAx\De"\2 <KßAx\(Ae", e")\ <KßAx(j-\Ae"\2 + ^\e"\2\ ,

where we used (3.5).  Now choose e = 0(A*2) so that

KßAx , / ß \
— \Ae"\2=0(£)\Ae"\2

is absorbed into I.  What remains is then

0(At\e"\2Ax) = 0(Ath2)

by Theorem 4.1.  This term then is absorbed into II.

The first term in the brackets on the right side of (4.16) is bounded by

Kß(±-\Ae"\2 +^\DQ"f"\2\.

Again, the \Ae"\2 is absorbed by I if e = O(Ax). Letting p'Qk) = p'k, the other term

then is

K%    ÍZ   iP'k+ifkn+i  - Pk-if^-iV

= KAÍ¿2lPk+i(fkt+i-fkn-i) + (p'k+i-p,k-i)f!-i]2-

From the definition of %k, (4.4), it foUows that

P'k+i -P'k-i <m%-i\ + \fZ+l\ + \vx(y, tn)\Ax)

< *(I/*L,I + l/£+1l + A*) <KAx

by Theorem 4.1(c).  Thus, the term in question is bounded by

tf^(i£>n2 + A*2iri2).

The term \Df"\2 is bounded just as was \De"\2 in (4.17).  And the other term, by

Theorem 4.1, is bounded by KAtV" < KAth2, which may be absorbed into II.
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(4.16) has thus been reduced to

(4.18) G" <G"_1 -Kx -^i\Ae"\2 + \Af"\2) + K2Ath2.

From (3.5), (3.8), and the definition of G" we have

Gn < - -f «Aen, e") + (Af", /"» < — (\Ae" \2 + \Af" \2),
Ax Ax3

so that

Hence (4.18) becomes

By induction we have

-^(\Ae"\2 +\Af"\2)<-KAtG".

G" <(1 -KAt)G"~l +KxAth

(4.19) G"<(l-KAt)nG°+Y"2'

and the required estimate (4.15) foUows from (4.19) and our hypothesis, which en-

sures that G° = 0(h2).  D
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